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Question 8: Where is my deceased father (name), born February 7, l9O7, and what is he
doing? Is he happy, and can I reach him? If so, how?
Answer 8: Now there often have been the visitations by this one in the periods of the night,
particularly in the dreams, and if there were the study, and the attempt to recall the dreams
nightly, always recording one dream each night or more, there would often be found and
realized the visitations.
However, it would not be advisable that there would be the continued attempts to contact
this one, for there need be the release from earth planes and going on to higher planes for
higher development. Do not seek to hold one back who is finished with this incarnation,
and goes on to higher schooling, higher learning, higher development, for as there is the
holding back, there is the retardation of growth. And neither can this one help those on
earth plane, though those on earth plane help this one as long as there is the binding
together. Seek only that you would be aware of his presence when there would be the
attempts to visit from the other side. Seek not to hold him back or maintain the
relationship, for there is much to be done in this soul's growth.
It should be given that this one is very happy with the transition as has been made and has
often been able to bring the teachings, particularly to this seeker. It is not necessary that
the seeker be aware of those lessons that have been taught or the assistance that has
come from inner planes, for the father in this case detracted attention from the self and
often planted guidance, those beneficial, both to the seeker and to the mother. As there
are the attempts to remember, there will be the connection between incidents that were
the manifestations from this one in manners of teaching and guidance.
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